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KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah has addressed a cable of 
condolences to Indian President Ram Nath Kovind 
expressing deep condolences and sincere solace on 
death of people in the floods that ravaged the 
Indian State of Maharashtra. His Highness the Amir 
expressed solidarity with the friendly nation, hoping 
the Indian officials would succeed in tackling reper-
cussions of the natural catastrophe and wishing the 
injured quick recovery. Meanwhile, His Highness the 
Crown Prince Sheikh Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah sent a cable of identical content to the Indian 
president. His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh 
Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah also 
addressed a similar cable to President Kovind.  

Kuwait’s Foreign Ministry had expressed sympa-
thy on Friday with India after the deadly flood and 
landslides which hit its Western state of 
Maharashtra and left scores of people dead, injured 
or missing. In a press statement, the ministry also 
offered condolences to the Indian government, peo-
ple and relatives of the victims. It wished the 
wounded people speedy recovery. Earlier on Friday, 
Indian authorities said that at least 129 people have 
died and dozens of others were missing in the last 
48 hours in rain-related incidents in Maharashtra.  

In other news, Kuwait’s Embassy in New Delhi 
said on Friday that it has distributed sacrificial meat 

to several poor families across several Indian states 
during the Eid Al-Adha holiday. The Embassy in 
India said in a press statement that the meat distri-
bution was in the framework of the annual sacrifice 
project under the supervision of the General 
Secretariat of Endowments, with a generous dona-
tion from benevolent people of Kuwait. The state-
ment said that the Embassy carried out the distribu-
tion of meats in cooperation with a number of 
Indian charitable societies and a large number of 
families in different Indian states who got the bene-
fit thanked and expressed their gratitude to the 
Kuwaiti people and the leadership. 

The support from Kuwait has come at a time 
many people in India are suffering due to the 
COVID-19 situation, Abdulaziz Al-A’athami, 
Secretary of Al-Ghazali Charitable Society, one of 
the five Indian charitable societies that imple-
mented the project this year, expressed his appre-
ciation and gratitude to Kuwait, its people and 
charitable institutions for continuing to provide 
support to needy families. The meat was distrib-
uted in New Delhi, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, West 
Bengal and Assam. This annual project is being 
carried out in various countries of the world, and 
emphasizes the humanitarian role of Kuwait and 
its people, as well as embodying the virtues of 
giving and sharing. — KUNA
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MAHARASHTRA: This handout photo taken on Friday by the Indian Navy shows areas inundated with flood 
water after heavy monsoon rains in Raigad district of Maharashtra. — AFP

KUWAIT: Chalets, beaches and islands in Kuwait 
have become an ideal tourist destination and gate-
way for people to be entertained locally due to 
COVID-19 lockdowns and fears of its variants. 
Kuwait witnessed a significant increase in rental 
chalet prices since the start of the COVID-19 pan-
demic due to government precautionary measures 
to combat the virus and difficulty in traveling, 
which pushed the people to rent chalets for a safe 
outlet. On the other hand, the beaches and islands 
witnessed negative practices, which encouraged 
voluntary government agencies to carry out more 
inspection and awareness campaigns to ensure the 
safety of the marine environment and to keep it 
pollution-free. 

Director of the Public Relations and Media 
Department at the Environment Public Authority 
(EPA), Sheikha Al-Ibrahim, said that the authority 
was continuing its environmental campaigns on the 
Kuwaiti islands since the beginning of June and 
will continue until the end of August. She stressed 
that tight measures were implemented during the 
Eid Al-Adha holiday due to the high demand. A 
number of environmental violations were issued 

against people who did not adhere to environmen-
tal laws in Kubbar, Qaruh and Umm Al-Maradim 
islands during a joint campaign named ‘have fun 
but keep the islands clean’ with cooperation with 
the Kuwait Municipality, she noted. 

In addition, domestic tourism thrived especially 
as the islands, beaches, and chalets have become a 
target for tourism. She stated that the cooperation 
between the two parties extended to placing 167 
advertisements in the streets in all governorates of 
Kuwait, calling for an end to negative practices 
that harm the environment, as well as awareness 
messages on social media. Since 2014 when the 
marine law was implemented, total marine envi-
ronmental violations amounted to 942 violations, 
673 in Kuwait Bay, 23 trespassing on beaches, 186 
ships that dumped their waste in the sea and so 
on, Ibrahim explained. 

Walid Al-Fadhel, head of the Kuwait Dive Team 
(KDT) which affiliated with the Environmental 
Volunteer Foundation (EVF), said meanwhile that 
the team works almost daily to remove waste from 
the coasts and retrieve sunken ships, boats, and 
neglected fishing nets and plastic which is difficult 
to decompose and would cause pollution. Fadhel 
said that a lot of waste is dumped despite aware-
ness and dedicated containers, noting that during 
this year the team has removed 500 tons of waste, 
boats, and nets so far. He praised the cooperation 
of Kuwait Municipality, the EPA, the Environment 
Police, the Public Authority for Agricultural Affairs 
and Fish Resources and the Kuwait Coastguard to 

monitor violators and tighten control. 
Fatima Al-Gharib, who is responsible for man-

aging Bu Saleh chalets, said in a similar statement 
that chalets present an opportunity for family and 
friends to gather and break from the routine 

which caused pressures due to an increase of 
chalet demand. The rise in rents during the Eid 
period was normal as it represents the peak time, 
although COVID-19 restrictions led to an increase 
in prices, she noted. —  KUNA
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KUWAIT: An Environment Public Authority team is pictured during an inspection tour. — KUNA

 MUMBAI: “Dabbawala” Sunil Shinde speaks on his phone after collecting an order from a restaurant on June 
22, 2021. — AFP 
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Maharashtra state. “People have lost virtually 

everything,” said Goa’s health minister Vishwajit 
Rane, pointing out that the state, which borders 
Maharashtra, had not seen such heavy rains in half a 
century. He said rising waters had entered homes, 
damaging more than 1,000 houses. 

Goa’s floods were its worst in decades, according 
to its chief minister Pramod Sawant, who said the 
monsoons had caused “widespread damage” but no 
casualties. Heavy rains also caused flooding in many 
regions of the southwestern state of Karnataka, 
killing three people and sparking the evacuation of 
9,000, officials said. Eight landslides were reported 
including one that derailed a train. Forecasters 
issued a red alert for coastal areas, predicting three 
more days of deluge. 

Flooding and landslides are common during 
India’s treacherous monsoon season, which also 
often sees poorly constructed buildings buckle after 
days of non-stop rain. But climate change is making 
monsoons stronger, according to a report from the 
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research in 
April. It warned of potentially severe consequences 
for food, farming and the economy affecting nearly 
a fifth of the world’s population. 

Roxy Koll, a climate scientist at the Indian 
Institute of Tropical Meteorology, said the latest 
flooding was “unprecedented, but not unexpected”. 

“We already see a threefold rise in widespread 
extreme rains that cause floods across India,” he 
tweeted. In Maharashtra, the hillside resort of 
Mahabaleshwar saw nearly 60 cm of rain in a 24-
hour period to Friday morning, the most it has ever 
recorded, reports said. 

The downpour caused the Savitri river to burst 
its banks, leaving the town of Mahad completely 
inaccessible by road, and prompting terrified resi-
dents to climb onto rooftops and upper floors to 
escape swelling waters. Rescue teams and military 
units worked frantically to evacuate stranded peo-
ple but their operations were hampered by land-
slides blocking roads, including the main highway 
between Mumbai and Goa. 

Water levels rose to nearly 6 meters on Thursday 
in areas of Chiplun, south of Mumbai, after 24 hours 
of uninterrupted rain submerged roads and homes, 
cutting off access to the town. Naval rescue teams 
equipped with rubber boats, life jackets and 
lifebuoys were sent to the affected areas, along with 
specialist divers and a helicopter to airlift marooned 
residents. Nearly 90,000 people have been evacu-
ated in Maharashtra so far. 

India’s weather bureau has issued red alerts for 
several regions in the state and forecasts heavy 
rainfall to continue for the next few days. Four peo-
ple died before dawn on Friday when a building col-
lapsed in a Mumbai slum, authorities said. The inci-
dent came less than a week after at least 34 people 
lost their lives when several homes were crushed by 
a collapsed wall and a landslide in the city. 
Rainwater also inundated a water purification com-
plex in Mumbai last weekend, disrupting supply in 
most parts of the megacity of 20 million people, 
civic authorities said— AFP 
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“We only get two to three hours of mains elec-

tricity, and for the rest of the time it’s up to the 
generators,” Abiad said. On top of worrying they 
could burn out, “we have the huge burden of hav-
ing to constantly be on the hunt for fuel oil.” 

Huge demand for the increasingly scarce com-
modity has driven up prices by more than 80 per-
cent since June 17. Even at the prestigious RHUH, 
some medicines are routinely running out. “Some 
days it’s antibiotics, others it’s anesthetics,” the 
hospital chief said. Sometimes “we’re forced to ask 

the patients’ relatives to go and try to find the 
medicine from another hospital or a pharmacy.” 

After dropping over the spring, COVID cases 
are on the rise again as Lebanese expats flood 
home for the summer, and many gather with fami-
ly and friends. On Thursday alone, 98 people 
tested positive for COVID on arrival at Beirut air-
port, the health ministry said. “It could be cata-
strophic if this rise in coronavirus numbers leads 
to a spike like the one we saw at the start of the 
year,” Abiad said. 

Abiad said the solution was better social dis-
tancing and more inoculations in a country where 
just 15 percent of the population have been fully 
vaccinated. On Thursday, private hospitals warned 
of a looming “catastrophe” as some were only 
hours away from running out of fuel to power their 
generators. — AFP 

Lebanon ‘can’t  
handle next...

MUMBAI: After the pandemic shut offices and put 
Mumbai’s renowned lunchbox deliverymen out of 
work, the 130-year-old “dabbawala” network has 
tied up with a trendy restaurant chain to take on 
India’s billion-dollar startups. For two decades, nei-
ther terror attacks nor monsoon deluges could stop 
Kailash Shinde from delivering hot lunches to 
Mumbai office workers, until lockdowns put the 
father-of-two on a forced hiatus for a whole year. 
“It’s been very difficult,” the 42-year-old said. “I had 
to sell what I could and work odd jobs to get by.” 

Instantly recognisable in his traditional Gandhi 
cap and white Indian attire, Shinde is one of 5,000 
dabbawalas - or “lunchbox men” in Hindi - who have 
gained global recognition for delivering home-
cooked food with clockwork precision. An intricate 
system of alphanumeric codes helps the largely 
semi-literate or illiterate workforce collect, sort and 
distribute 200,000 meals across Mumbai each day 
via bicycles, hand carts and a sprawling local train 
network. 

Their work has been studied as a “model of serv-
ice excellence” at Harvard Business School, and 
inspired personal visits from Richard Branson, 
Prince Charles and executives from global delivery 
giants FedEx and Amazon, among others. But with 
extended lockdowns forcing millions of Mumbai’s 
white-collar professionals to work from home, many 

dabbawalas have been struggling to feed their own 
families since April last year. 

“Our members have had to work as security 
guards and laborers, in addition to seeking jobs as 
deliverymen for restaurants,” said Ulhas Muke of the 
Nutan Mumbai Tiffin Box Suppliers Charity Trust, 
which represents the workforce. But delivery jobs 
are harder to come by in a space now increasingly 
dominated by mobile apps, especially for people like 
39-year-old Pandurang Jadhav, who can’t read or 
write. 

Unemployed for the first time since becoming a 
dabbawala aged 17, Jadhav moved to his ancestral 
village and spent the last year farming rice. The 
earnings were meagre and he desperately missed 
Mumbai, where he managed 30 men. “I used to love 
working as a dabbawala,” he told AFP, describing it 
as “the best job”. 

Help arrived this May in the form of a tie-up with 
some of Mumbai’s most popular eateries, allowing 
Jadhav and 30 others to return to work. Instead of 
handling home-cooked meals packed in stainless 
steel tiffin boxes, he is now delivering restaurant sta-
ples from nachos to spaghetti carbonara to time-
starved professionals as they continue working from 
home for a second year. 

The scheme offers restaurateurs an alternative to 
the prevailing local duopoly of delivery giants 
Zomato and Swiggy, whose steep discounts and 
razor-thin margins have slashed their profits. “We 
are trying to find a way out of the tyranny of the 
aggregators,” said Riyaaz Amlani, the owner of 
Impresario Restaurants, which operates 57 outlets 
across more than a dozen Indian cities. “Of course 
we want to help the dabbawalas. They are the origi-
nal deliverymen of Mumbai,” he told AFP. — AFP 
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